In a celebrated decision, Jerome Frank criticized the jury system for conferring on laymen “a vast power to commit error and do mischief by loading it with technical burdens far beyond its ability to perform.” Since then, confidence in the ability of juries to perform their duties has only declined. Scholars frequently question the capacity of juries to understand the complex and technical issues that commonly arise in civil actions, and social science research has cast doubt on the ability of criminal juries to perform their primary function of assessing credibility. The one task that juries indisputably perform better than judges is to reflect the “conscience of the community” and to express public outrage at the transgression of community norms. Juries are involved in the determination of capital punishment in every state that retains the death penalty, and just three decades ago over one-quarter of the states provided for jury sentencing in noncapital cases.

Jury sentencing in noncapital cases is widely perceived to be an outdated remnant of the postcolonial period. This Note argues that jury sentencing may in fact provide the most effective means of implementing contemporary sentencing goals. I do not offer here a theoretical argument for assigning a greater role to juries in the determination of punishment. Rather, I offer a practical alternative to the current rudderless drift in sentencing policy. Eager to win a reputation as “tough on crime,” legislators have enacted piecemeal mandatory sentencing laws guided by no coherent policy. A survey of social science research indicates that the “reform” legislation exceeds the severity favored by public opinion.

Part I discusses the decline of the rehabilitative ideal in criminal punishment and the trend away from reliance on sentencing expertise in favor of more populist, retributive, and politically-driven decisionmaking procedures. This Part also presents evidence from the social sciences indicating that there is a disjuncture between, on the one hand, the public’s call for harsher penalties to which politicians respond with increasingly severe determinate sentencing provisions and, on the other, the public’s more lenient response when confronted with detailed descriptions of specific cases. These studies demonstrate that when mock jurors are asked to sentence defendants, they generally recommend penalties significantly below the statutory minimum in their jurisdiction. I argue that jury sentencing would permit a more direct and less distorted expression of public sentiment than the current system of legislatively and administratively enacted penalties and would avoid some of the unintended consequences of determinate sentencing, such as jury nullification in the face of harsh mandatory penalties. Part II addresses the traditional arguments against jury sentencing. After a historical survey of the institution, this Part examines social science research comparing punishments set by judges and juries and demonstrates that, contrary to popular perceptions, there is little evidence indicating that juries impose harsher, more disparate, or more racially biased punishments than judges. In the Conclusion, I explore some of the implications of the proposed change for other aspects of the criminal justice system.

*1777 I. The Failure of Determinate Sentencing and the Potential of Jury Sentencing
The determinate sentencing movement was a response to national disillusionment with the rehabilitative ideal and to evidence of widespread racism among individual sentencing judges. Determinate sentencing, it was hoped, would reduce racial disparity and reflect the shift toward retributive theories of punishment by transferring sentencing decisions from expert judges and criminologists to legislative and administrative bodies representing community sentiment.

This Part argues that the determinate sentencing movement has failed to achieve its own sentencing goals. Social science has revealed a serious flaw in the current system of legislatively-enacted penalties: Politicians eager to appear “tough on crime” pass increasingly harsh mandatory sentencing laws that far exceed the sentences the public would choose if presented with specific cases affected by the law. This pathology of the determinate sentencing system results in sentences that do not accurately reflect society’s desire for retribution and may encourage jurors to nullify in order to avoid the harsh mandatory penalties. Determinate sentencing has also failed to reduce racial disparity in sentencing, arguably the most compelling goal of the uniform sentencing movement. Jury sentencing would overcome the deficiencies of the current sentencing process while still providing substantial community input. Further, jury sentencing would offer the possibility of individualized penalty determinations favored by academics and judges who criticize determinate sentencing.

A. Shifting Sentencing Goals and Institutions

Since the mid-1970s, public attitudes toward punishment and the proper nature of institutions responsible for assigning penalties have changed dramatically. Frustration with the failure of penal science to rehabilitate offenders and to predict future criminal behavior, combined with a gradual shift from rehabilitation to retribution as the dominant theory of punishment, led to the dismantling of indeterminate sentencing regimes. The determinate schemes that currently dominate both state and federal criminal justice systems have shifted sentencing power from judges and expert criminologists to untrained and politically-driven legislatures and administrative agencies. With the abandonment of reliance on expertise in the determination of punishment, jury sentencing becomes a viable alternative. Jury sentencing may in fact be a more direct and more effective mechanism for expressing the recent populist and retributive trends in criminal punishment. As I will show, social science research indicates that determinate sentencing fails to enforce accurately community norms of proper punishment.

In the era of rehabilitative punishment, sentencing called for “professional and diagnostic” judgments focusing on the individual offender’s capacity for rehabilitation and treatment, rather than on “the gravity of the particular act for which an offender happens to be tried.” Parole boards and adult authorities were given wide discretion to adjust the length of time served based on the prisoner’s progress in treatment. Originally a product of the progressive era, the indeterminate sentencing movement was fueled by an optimistic belief in the potential of the then-young science of criminology. For example, two researchers constructed prognostic tables to predict future dangerousness of offenders on the theory that it is “possible to introduce scientific method into the work of criminal courts and parole boards.” The expert determinations required by this treatment model of punishment are beyond the capacities of lay jurors. In the mid-1970s, research indicating the failure of treatment programs to reduce recidivism led to the abandonment of the rehabilitative ideal. Martinson’s 1975 survey titled The Effectiveness of Correctional Treatment, which documented the disappointing results of 231 prison programs, seemed to confirm the failure of the treatment model.

The 1970s witnessed, besides the debunking of “scientific” penology, a theoretical shift from rehabilitative to retributive punishment. A key moment in this development was the 1976 publication of Doing Justice, a report of the Committee for the Study of Incarceration led by Andrew von Hirsch. Doing Justice argued for a “just deserts” approach to punishment that would focus on the nature of the crime rather than the offender. Today, no single theory of criminal punishment commands the level of support formerly enjoyed by rehabilitation, but there is some indication that retribution is becoming increasingly predominant. The Federal Sentencing Guidelines, for example, make retribution rather than rehabilitation the primary penological goal. Under California’s sentencing statute, “the purpose of imprisonment for crime is punishment.” As retribution is an expression of the community’s moral outrage at the transgression of social norms, a lay jury, which is drawn from the community, is better equipped than expert judges or legislators to impose retributive sanctions on offenders.
Around 1975, indeterminate sentencing began to give way to a variety of more “determinate” schemes, including mandatory minimum penalties. The dismantling of the indeterminate sentencing movement shifted the punishment decision from judges to legislatures and sentencing commissions. Both of these institutions are largely politically driven; contemporary sentencing decisions are hardly expert determinations that flow from a coherent, scientific system of assigning penalties. As Martin has pointed out, determinate systems are inherently unstable and vulnerable to popular pressures. Unlike determinate systems, indeterminate schemes permit legislators to “crack down on crime” symbolically by raising maximum sentences in response to public pressure without altering the sentences actually imposed. Many scholars have remarked that a lack of expertise and vulnerability to public opinion make legislators particularly ill-equipped to establish coherent sentencing policies. Although one might assume that Sentencing Commissions provide professional, coherent guidelines because they are more insulated from political pressure and more experienced than legislators, research indicates that the decisions made by Sentencing Commissions are also politically driven. For example, although the Minnesota Sentencing Commission is widely considered one of the more successful experiments in determinate sentencing, the guidelines produced by the Minnesota Commission reflect political pressures in their extreme severity toward drug crimes and extreme leniency toward other nonviolent felonies, and the Commission bowed to public pressure following the “crime wave of ’88” by ratcheting up penalties for all levels of crime. As the Chairman of the Federal Sentencing Commission has stated, “[p]ublic input has played a pivotal role in the formulation of the sentencing guidelines.” Contemporary sentencing decisions are thus far from the scientifically-based expert determinations envisioned by proponents of indeterminate sentencing and rehabilitative punishment.

B. The Public’s Wish and Determinate Sentencing: A Target Missed

Determinate sentencing is not the only option remaining in the wake of disillusionment with “scientific penology.” Jury sentencing would permit a more direct and less distorted expression of public sentiment than the current system of legislatively and administratively enacted penalties. Social science research suggests a worrying disjuncture between the public’s general call for harsher penalties, to which politicians respond with increasingly severe sentencing provisions, and the public’s more lenient response when confronted with specific cases.

The results of several social science studies indicate that the trend toward harsh determinate sentencing stems from a basic misunderstanding and “gross oversimplification” of public sentiments toward punishment. Public opinion polls and surveys designed to elicit general impressions of the criminal sentencing system have repeatedly found that respondents believe that courts are too lenient in their determinations of punishment. These same polls fuel the drive among politicians for ever harsher penalties. Researchers who delve more deeply than general survey and poll questions have discovered a paradox: When asked about sentencing in the abstract, citizens report a desire for harsher penalties, but when presented with detailed descriptions of cases, these same citizens often suggest more lenient penalties than those meted out by judges and, in many cases, than the mandatory minimum sanctions currently in force in their jurisdictions. For example, a study of Illinois residents presented with a description of a standard residential burglary found that fewer than seven percent of the subjects suggested a punishment equal to or greater than the two-year minimum. Several studies have documented this effect of specificity on mock juror leniency.

Researchers explain this discrepancy between generalized attitudes and reactions to specific cases by positing that citizens respond to general questions about sentencing by conjuring up their own (distorted) image of typical crimes. One study reported that survey respondents who felt that judicial sentences were generally “too lenient” were more likely to be thinking about violent or repeat offenders than were respondents who indicated that court sentences were “about right.” Research also has shown that laymen systematically imagine that the typical crime for a particular offense category is much more serious than it actually is; for example, laypeople falsely assume that burglars are commonly armed and that the average burglar has a longer criminal record and is more likely to inflict physical harm in the future than statistics indicate. Lay misperceptions of the seriousness of typical crimes result in part from the media bias toward reporting the most heinous crimes and in part from a natural psychological tendency--known as the “availability heuristic”--that causes subjects to recall more easily atypically severe crime stories.
The public’s view of sentencing as reported in very general surveys and polls thus reflect lay misperceptions of the severity of typical crimes, while responses to specific case studies more accurately reflect community opinions of sentencing issues. Politicians’ reliance on misleading general polls in their design of sentencing policy has led to “a significant degree of legislative overenthusiasm for harsh sentencing.” There is a serious disjuncture between the extreme severity of many determinate sentencing schemes and the public’s view of proper punishment.

Though the introduction of jury sentencing is not the only means of resolving this difficulty, it would be a far more direct and effective means of enforcing community norms than politically-driven determinate schemes. Unlike judges and legislators, jurors are not burdened by a need to satisfy an electorate that reflexively expresses a preference for officials who are “tough on crime.” Undistracted by this extrinsic concern, the jury can consider the crime as a unique act provoked by unique circumstances. As the instantiation of the conscience of the community—historically, temperamentally, and symbolically—the jury is best able to render a sentence accurately reflecting the intensity and nuances of moral outrage provoked in the community when it contemplates the case in all its particulars.

C. Juries That Know Too Much: The Problem of Nullification

The disjuncture between community sentiment and legislatively-enacted penalties gives rise to a secondary difficulty as well: the danger of jury nullification to avoid what jurors regard as the excessively harsh consequences of a guilty verdict. In fact, case studies have documented the tendency of jurors to nullify in the face of widely-known determinate sentencing statutes. Jury sentencing may alleviate this problem.

One unintended effect of mandatory sentencing laws is the transfer of sentencing responsibility from the judge to the jury; as Heumann and Cassak point out, “the mandatory sentencing scheme alters the traditional separation of judge and jury functions . . . . The jury decides both culpability and penalty because the penalty flows ineluctably from the threshold determination of guilt.” To a lesser extent, guideline-based systems also enhance the influence of the jury on the sentencing decision. Under most sentencing guidelines, the jury decides both culpability and penalty because the penalty flows ineluctably from the threshold determination of guilt. To a lesser extent, guideline-based systems also enhance the influence of the jury on the sentencing decision. Under most sentencing guidelines, the jury decides both culpability and penalty because the penalty flows ineluctably from the threshold determination of guilt. To a lesser extent, guideline-based systems also enhance the influence of the jury on the sentencing decision. Under most sentencing guidelines, the jury decides both culpability and penalty because the penalty flows ineluctably from the threshold determination of guilt. To a lesser extent, guideline-based systems also enhance the influence of the jury on the sentencing decision. Under most sentencing guidelines, the jury decides both culpability and penalty because the penalty flows ineluctably from the threshold determination of guilt.

Recognizing the jury’s role in punishment in the age of determinate sentencing, some commentators have argued that defendants should be permitted to provide information to jurors at trial about any applicable mandatory sentencing laws or guideline-based schemes. Even when jurors are not informed about mandatory penalties in the course of the trial, there is evidence that some jurors are aware of determinate sentencing statutes and choose to nullify rather than condemn a guilty defendant to such a severe sentence. At a recent judicial conference, one juror reported that four jurors who “knew exactly what the sentencing guidelines called for” refused to convict because they believed that the punishment was too harsh. The most dramatic example of jury nullification in response to severe determinate sentences is the experience of the Michigan Felony Firearms Statute. Enacted in 1977, the law imposed a mandatory two-year minimum prison sentence for possession of a firearm while engaging in a felony. In the period immediately following the enactment of the law, only three of the forty-three cases in which defendants were tried by a jury for assault with a gun resulted in convictions on the gun count. In more than 11% of cases, the jury convicted the defendant of felonious assault but acquitted on the gun count, presumably to avoid the two-year minimum. The 1973 New York Rockefeller laws providing for strict mandatory sentences.
for drug offenses and statutorily limited plea bargaining precipitated a similar decline in conviction rates. Studies of Massachusetts’s Bartley-Fox Amendment suggest that judges as well as jurors may be driven to nullify in the face of overly harsh mandatory penalties. That law called for a one-year minimum prison sentence for mere possession of an unlicensed firearm. Under the Boston court system, the defendant was first sent before the municipal court for a bench trial, from which he could appeal for a jury trial de novo if he was displeased with the disposition. Studies of court records before and after the enactment of the law found that acquittals at both the bench and jury stage increased; the percentage of defendants who avoided conviction entirely rose from 54% in 1974 to 80% in 1976.

Some jurors clearly recognize that the shift toward determinate sentencing, and in particular the introduction of mandatory minimum penalties, has expanded their responsibility for and control over a particular defendant’s punishment, and they have accordingly begun to allow sentencing issues to affect their verdict. As mandatory penalties become more numerous, more severe, and more widely known among the general population, the frequency of jury nullification to avoid overly harsh determinate penalties is likely to increase. There appears to be a disjuncture between the widespread popularity of laws that are perceived to be “tough on crime” and juries’ notions of just punishment when faced with individual defendants and specific cases. At best, current determinate sentencing schemes have failed to implement effectively the public’s views of proper punishment. At worst, nullification may become widespread enough to topple the determinate sentencing movement. Jury sentencing would obviate the danger of this form of jury nullification.

D. Disparity vs. Uniformity in Sentencing Policy

The determinate sentencing movement was fueled not only by changing attitudes in penal philosophy but also by a desire to encourage more uniform sentences. Critics of sentencing policy in the 1970s expressed dismay at the wide disparity in the sentences imposed by judges for similar crimes. In particular, reformers feared that racial bias influenced many judges’ determinations of punishment. The establishment of fixed sentences and legislatively enacted penalties, it was hoped, would reduce racial disparity by curbing the judge’s discretion and shifting the sentencer’s focus of attention from the offender to the criminal act.

Unfortunately, the current sentencing regime fails to implement this laudable goal of reducing discrimination in the criminal justice system. While sentencing guidelines and mandatory minimum penalties may reduce racial disparities in length of prison terms meted out by individual judges to offenders with similar charges and criminal records, a number of scholars have argued that determinate sentencing is not nearly as successful at preventing racial bias from infecting the determination of punishment as might at first appear. Rather, determinate sentencing merely shifts power and discretion from the sentencing judge to prosecutors and probation officers and may in fact lead to greater racial disparity.

In the shadow of the severe mandatory punishments provided in statutes and in sentencing guidelines, prosecutors exercise a great deal of discretion in the investigative, charging, and plea bargaining phases. Studies indicate that race may well play a factor in these decisions. Indeed, as a percentage of total offenders sentenced, whites dropped from 66.3% before the introduction of the federal guidelines to 44.5% afterward, while Hispanics rose from 8.5% of total offenders sentenced pre-guidelines to 26.3%. Similarly, the decision to reduce the charges or grant probation appears to be influenced by race. Finally, the emphasis placed on a defendant’s prior record in guidelines-based systems has a disparate impact on minorities. Blacks are overrepresented in street crimes, perhaps in part because of disparate policing patterns, and thus they tend to have longer records when facing sentencing. A comparison of average federal sentence lengths for males aged eighteen to thirty-five before and after the guidelines illustrates that determinate sentencing has not eliminated racial disparity in the determination of punishment: While the average sentence for blacks before the guidelines was only 2 months longer than the average for whites, the differential was nearly 25 months under the guidelines; while the differential for average drug sentences before the guidelines was 7 months, it was 30 months under the guidelines; and while the differential for average penalties for violent crime was 6 months before the guidelines, it was 13 months afterward. These numbers indicate that the determinate sentencing movement has failed to live up to its promise to eliminate racial prejudice from the determination of punishment. Jury sentencing does not promise to reduce sentencing disparity; in fact, it would necessarily result in more disparate (though not more racially prejudiced) penalties than those imposed by the current regime. Considering that the
transition to jury sentencing would not require sacrificing any measure of racial equity in sentencing, the benefits of the proposed reform may outweigh the apparent disadvantage of producing less uniformity among punishments.

Thus far, this Note has criticized the current sentencing regime on its own terms by demonstrating that it has failed to meet its own objectives and arguing that a jury-sentencing regime would avoid some of the unintended consequences of the recent determinate sentencing legislation. In recent years, academics and judges have leveled an entirely different attack on determinate sentencing, one that rejects the call for uniformity and emphasizes the need for individualized sentencing determinations that take into account the nature and background of the offender and the specific circumstances of particular cases. For these critics, determinate sentencing is unacceptable because it eliminates individualized, case-specific determinations by stripping the sentencing authority of discretionary power. These critiques generally advocate a return to judicial sentencing, but one scholar has pointed out that juries can perform the role of case-specific sentencing at least as well as judges:

When we cannot resolve fundamentally antagonistic ideals in an abstract way, we place the decision into the black box of the jury room. We also opt for juries over judges for decisions (such as findings of negligence in a tort case) that require application of a single abstract legal standard to a wide variety of specific settings.

The academic critique of determinate sentencing is unlikely to create a change in sentencing policy on its own. The call for individualized justice as a matter of fairness to individual criminal defendants does not resonate strongly with the public at large or with politicians eager to project a ferocious, crime-fighting image. However, the realization that the current scheme inaccurately reflects public opinion and results in expensive long-term incarceration might attract more attention from policymakers. In any event, jury sentencing would not only accurately reflect the current retributive and populist trend in punishment theories, but it would also provide for the individualized punishment determinations currently advocated by academics and judges.

II. Judge vs. Jury Sentencing: The Traditional Debate

Scholarly opposition to jury sentencing is nearly unanimous; I am aware of only one article, written in 1918, that supports the institution. Jury sentencing in noncapital cases is widely perceived to be an outdated remnant of the postcolonial period. This Part demonstrates that the traditional arguments against jury sentencing rely on criticism of obsolete jury-sentencing schemes and impressionistic and uninformed assumptions about the quality of jurors' decisions on punishment.

Academic criticism of jury sentencing generally focuses on the issues of disparity, inadequate sentencing information, compromise verdicts, and lack of expertise, and it typically consists of impressionistic arguments based on anecdotal evidence rather than scientific data. Criticism of jury sentencing has focused on specific aspects of some state statutes, such as the unitary trial format, without contemplating the full range of possibilities provided by jury-sentencing schemes. This Part opens with a brief examination of past and present jury-sentencing schemes indicating that some of the weaknesses traditionally cited by critics of jury sentencing have been overcome by improvements in state jury-sentencing statutes.

Unfortunately, few of the traditional arguments for and against jury sentencing lend themselves to verification through scientific analysis, and those that do have not been studied in sufficient depth to yield definitive results. Nevertheless, existing archival and mock juror studies shed some light on the relative merits of judge sentencing and jury sentencing. Drawing on social science research, the remainder of this Part discusses four of the major issues in the traditional debate between judge sentencing and jury sentencing: severity, disparity, compromise guilty verdicts, and racism.

Because jury sentencing is currently a Southern practice, regional attitudes toward criminal justice will inevitably affect any study of this institution. The ability to generalize from existing studies is further limited because the best data comes from a single state, Alabama. Further, the methodological complexities involved in isolating the differences between judge sentencing and jury sentencing make it impossible to draw definitive conclusions from any one study. Despite these
difficulties, one thing is clear: The studies do not support the popular assumption that juries mete out harsher, more disparate, and more racially biased punishments than judges.\textsuperscript{63} The results of studies examining the relative disparity and racism of judges and juries are mixed, and the balance of evidence indicates that juries are not significantly harsher than judges. My aim in this Part is not to argue that juries are more lenient, less disparate, or less racially biased than judges, but simply to point out that social science research indicates that we must question our negative assumptions about jury sentencing.

A. A Brief History and Overview of Jury Sentencing in Noncapital Cases

Despite the popular perception that sentencing has always been the province of the trial judge, as recently as three decades ago more than one-quarter of U.S. states provided for jury sentencing in noncapital cases.\textsuperscript{64} Five states continue to bestow significant sentencing responsibility on juries in noncapital cases.  Although jury sentencing is commonly discarded as a primitive anachronism, a brief history and overview of jury-sentencing statutes shows that the criticisms of this institution are directed to aspects of sentencing procedure, such as the unitary scheme and the suppression of defendants’ criminal records at sentencing, that have been discarded by all surviving jury-sentencing states. Over the years, jury-sentencing states have also introduced safeguards to protect defendants from excessively harsh jury penalties. Modern jury-sentencing statutes have thus been repeatedly revised to meet current sentencing needs and bear little resemblance to the primitive jury-sentencing schemes of the early republic.

Jury sentencing in noncapital cases was a colonial innovation. In most states, jury sentencing was introduced almost immediately after entry into the Union and was included in the state’s original criminal code.\textsuperscript{66} Historians generally attribute the rise of jury sentencing in the early republic to the distrust of royal judges in colonial courts.\textsuperscript{67} The common perception of jury sentencing as a static relic of the early republic may be misleading, however. Two states introduced jury sentencing well after their transition to statehood: Oklahoma began the practice in 1909, and Tennessee did so in 1829.\textsuperscript{68} In these cases, distrust of a powerful judiciary and a desire for populist justice seem to have motivated the change.\textsuperscript{69} Further, jury-sentencing statutes have undergone significant changes over the years; state legislatures have repeatedly revisited the issue and adjusted their procedures to suit their states’ changing needs.\textsuperscript{70} Indeed, as recently as 1994, the Arkansas, Virginia, and Missouri legislatures chose to substantially revamp their jury-sentencing schemes rather than abolish the institution.\textsuperscript{71}

The most notable variation among jury-sentencing statutes is the choice between a unitary or bifurcated trial format. In a unitary scheme, the jury decides the issue of guilt and determines the sentence at the same time, while courts in bifurcated sentencing states hold a separate sentencing hearing before the same jury after the verdict. The unitary format presents serious difficulties in the handling of evidence. If the jury is informed of facts generally left to the sentencing phase, particularly prior convictions, its verdict on the question of guilt may be prejudiced. If, on the other hand, the trial jury is not presented with this information, it is forced to make a sentencing determination without all the evidence relevant to its decision. Bifurcation provides a clear solution to this difficulty. The articles advocating the abolition of jury sentencing for the most part predate the trend toward bifurcation in noncapital jury sentencing.\textsuperscript{72} Indeed, the truly unitary format has not survived in any state. Missouri, the only state that does not provide for a separate sentencing hearing, avoids the most serious pitfall of the unitary system by having the court sentence all prior offenders.\textsuperscript{73} In the punishment phase in jury-sentencing states, evidence of prior convictions is usually limited to very general information about the nature of the crime.\textsuperscript{74} This practice reduces the danger that jurors, inflamed by the details of the defendant’s prior offenses, will place undue weight on the defendant’s prior record when determining punishment.

The extent of jury autonomy in imposing punishment also varies among jury-sentencing states. The common requirement that jury sanctions fall within statutory limits\textsuperscript{75} has the potential to curtail jury autonomy greatly, particularly in states like Virginia, which established a sentencing commission in 1994 for the express purpose of setting narrower ranges of prescribed punishments.\textsuperscript{76} Perhaps the most significant check on the jury’s sentencing authority is the power vested in most state judges to reduce or suspend the jury’s sentence.\textsuperscript{77} In Virginia, for example, the legislature and courts have repeatedly emphasized the limits of the jury’s power to assess punishment. As a court of appeals in that state observed:

\textsuperscript{78} [T]he convicted criminal defendant is entitled to “two decisions” on the sentence, one by the jury and the other by the
trial judge in the exercise of his statutory right to suspend; his “ultimate sentence . . . does not [[[therefore] rest with the jury” alone but is always subject to the control of the trial judge. This procedure makes the jury’s finding little more than an advisory opinion or first-step decision.78 Current jury-sentencing statutes are thus a far cry from the image conjured up by critics who describe jury sentencing as an “anachronism.”79 This is no unfettered mob meting out punishment, with little or no information relevant to a rational sentencing determination, that somehow has managed to survive untouched by more than a century’s developments in criminal justice.

B. Are Juries Harsher or More Lenient than Judges?

Any public debate over the reintroduction of jury sentencing would inevitably focus on the comparative leniency of judges and juries. Scholars and practitioners tend to assume that juries would dole out harsher penalties than judges. For example, a survey conducted by the Virginia Crime Commission in 1977 found that 65% of Virginia defense attorneys favor judge sentencing, while 63% of the commonwealth’s attorneys are opposed to it.80 The fact that very few Virginia defendants take advantage of their right to jury sentencing (4.5% of felony defendants in 1994)81 suggests that the defense bar believes that their clients will receive a more favorable disposition from judges. Although archival and mock-juror studies provide no definitive conclusions, it is at least clear that they do not support the common assumption that juries are significantly more severe in their punishments than judges.

The most comprehensive archival study of jury sentencing examines sentences imposed for robbery in six Southern states from 1957 to 1982.82 Three states (North Carolina, Louisiana, and Mississippi) utilized only judge sentencing, two states (Tennessee and Texas) used only jury sentencing, and one state (Alabama) changed from jury to judge sentencing during the period examined. Brent Smith and Edward Stevens focus on Alabama and use the data from other judge-sentencing states and jury-sentencing states in an attempt to isolate the effects of the policy change in Alabama from general trends in punishment over time.83 While the mean punishment imposed by Alabama juries during the five years preceding the elimination of jury sentencing was 22.48 years, the mean judge-imposed sentence in the five years after the policy change was 35.95 years.84 Juries imposed above-average sentences in thirty of their 120 cases (25%); judges imposed higher-than-average sentences in 50% of their cases.85

Although these statistics suggest that juries are more lenient than judges, the data is difficult to interpret because the differences in sentencing after 1978 may reflect a general trend toward harsher criminal sanctions rather than differences in judge and jury leniency. An examination of other jury-sentencing states during this period does not clarify the source of the trend toward harsher penalties in Alabama after 1978.86 Texas, which retained jury sentencing through the entire period studied, maintained a relatively constant mean sentence before and after 1978. If Texas is used as a control, the natural conclusion would attribute the harsher sentences to Alabama’s elimination of jury sentencing. Tennessee, on the other hand, experienced a rise in mean sentence between 1978 and 1982, even though they retained jury sentencing in this period. If Tennessee is used as a control, the increased severity in Alabama sentences would appear to be the result of a general trend toward harsher punishments rather than the adoption of judge sentencing. In any case, it is clear that the transition to punishment imposed by judges in Alabama did not result in more lenient sentences than those imposed by juries.

The difficulty in interpreting the steep rise in sentence length in Alabama after the introduction of judge sentencing illustrates the need for caution when using pre-post studies that focus on a single jurisdiction without comparative data from other states. One such study examined data from the Atlanta Judicial Circuit for the eighteen months preceding and seventeen months succeeding Georgia’s abandonment of jury sentencing in *1795 1974.87 William Eckert and Lauri Ekstrand analyzed 129 jury sentences and 140 judge sentences subdivided by type of crime and by number of prior convictions, and they did not include guilty pleas or probation verdicts.88 Statistical tests of the Georgia data showed no evidence of a significant difference in severity between sentences imposed by judges and juries in cases involving the sale of narcotics, armed robbery, burglary, aggravated assault, murder, and rape.89

One archival study of sentencing patterns in El Paso County, Texas from 1973 to 1977 suggests that a complex relationship exists between punishments imposed by judges and juries within the same jurisdiction. Weninger found that the mean
punishments assigned by juries in El Paso County were longer than those imposed by judges for all offenses except armed robbery.90 However, when guilty pleas are excluded from the sample, the data reveals that judges were less likely than juries to grant probation for defendants who were convicted at trial.91 Weninger argues that these results reflect a trial tariff: Judges may impose lighter sentences than juries in guilty plea cases and heavier sentences than juries in trial cases to encourage defendants to plead guilty.92 Interpreted in this way, the El Paso data (and any study comparing judge sentences and jury sentences within one jurisdiction) reveals little about the relative leniency of judges and juries; judges may simply increase or decrease the “price” set by juries.

Survey and mock jury studies present their own methodological difficulties,93 but the results of existing studies do not support the common assumption that jurors are significantly more severe than judges in assigning penalties. The Virginia State Crime Commission conducted a study in which circuit court judges and former jurors read seven hypothetical cases and suggested sentences.94 The average jury sentence was equal to or below the average judge sentence in three of the seven *1796 crime categories, while judges were more lenient in four of the crime categories.95 Interestingly, in six of the seven crime categories some jurors sentenced the offender to a lighter sentence than the statutory minimum.96 Shari Diamond and Loretta Stalans recently conducted a study in which 116 Illinois State Court judges, 154 jurors, and 55 college students were asked to impose sentences on four moderately severe criminal cases in which prison was a possible but not inevitable sentencing outcome.97 The results indicated that sentences given by juries and college students tended to be equal to or less severe than those given by judges.98

The limitations of the available data and existing studies prevent reliable conclusions as to the *1797 relative leniency of judges and jurors. Nevertheless, all survey and mock jury studies and all but one (highly questionable)99 archival study conclude that jurors are not significantly more severe than judges in assigning penalties. These studies should call into question the common assumption that juries are significantly more punitive than judges. Opponents of jury sentencing in noncapital cases must contend with the results of these studies if they wish to argue that defendants must be protected from unduly harsh sentencing juries.

C. Do Jurors Impose More Disparate Sentences than Judges?

The results of studies comparing the extent of sentencing disparity in punishments imposed by jurors and judges is mixed: Of the three studies addressing this issue, only one found evidence of greater variability in jury punishments.100 Although these studies do not permit a conclusion as to the relative disparity in sanctions imposed by judges and juries, it is important to note that the data does not bolster the claim that jury sentencing results in significantly more sentencing disparity than judge-imposed sanctions. As discussed above in Part I, this comparison between judge-sentencing and jury-sentencing disparity is irrelevant in the era of determinate sanctions; there is no question that penalties determined at the discretion of judges or juries are more disparate than strict sentencing guidelines. The more pressing issue for contemporary policymakers is whether the disparity that inevitably results from individualized punishment is counterbalanced by the advantages of such a system.

D. Does Jury Sentencing Encourage Compromise Jury Verdicts?

One objection to jury sentencing is the possibility that juries will deliver “compromise verdicts” by resolving doubt as to guilt by compromising on the sentence.101 Critics claim that deadlocked juries will compromise by agreeing to a guilty verdict with a relatively light sentence and that jury sentencing may thus encourage convictions in close cases. Compromise verdicts thus would pose a danger to the reasonable doubt standard in criminal cases. Mock juror studies do indicate that individual subjects are more likely to convict in crimes drawing severe penalties if they know that they will control the level of punishment.102 It is important to point out that these studies focus on individual rather than group decisionmaking: These findings indicate that individual jurors are more likely to convict in a jury-sentencing regime, not that a jury that disagrees on the question of guilt is likely to compromise if they also control the penalty. An equally plausible interpretation of the mock juror findings is that control over penalty reduces the likelihood of jurors nullifying at the guilt stage in the face of severe
punishments beyond their control. Nevertheless, states that use or are considering implementing jury sentencing would be well-served by research that aims to determine whether jury sentencing would result in compromise jury verdicts.

*1798 E. Are Juries More or Less Susceptible to Prejudice and Racism than Judges?

Perhaps the most important consideration in the debate over jury sentencing is whether lay participation in the sanctioning process makes sentencing determinations a more accurate reflection of popular norms by giving voice to traditionally underrepresented groups, or whether it simply provides a forum for racism and prejudice. Given the existing data, it is impossible to determine whether racism would be more prevalent in punishments determined by judges or jurors. While some studies do suggest that racism would play a part in jury-sentencing decisions, the evidence indicates that juror racism is more likely to have an effect on the two decisions that are currently entrusted to the jury: guilt determination and capital sentencing. If the benefits of popular participation in these two phases of trial are believed to outweigh the harms associated with the possibility of decisions tainted by racial bias, so too might the value of punishment by a representative group of lay citizens counterbalance the risk of biased sentencing decisions.

Social science research suggests that racial subgroups of the population hold very different views on sentencing issues. Alfred Blumstein and Jacqueline Cohen found that while there is general agreement within subgroups on appropriate sentence lengths for particular crimes, there is considerable disagreement among subgroups. Given the lack of diversity on state court benches, there is reason to suspect (though there is insufficient data to conclude) that sentences set by juries would reflect a more representative set of sanctioning norms. Future studies examining the dynamics of group decisionmaking in the context of sentencing might shed light on the extent and manner in which minority jurors would influence the length of sentences meted out by juries.

The only study directly comparing the levels of sentence disparity based on race in judge-sentencing states and jury-sentencing states--Smith and Stevens’s Alabama study--is inconclusive and difficult to interpret. While it is impossible to determine whether judges or juries would produce more racist sentencing outcomes, it is at least clear that the danger of racial bias cannot be eliminated by entrusting the sentencing decision to a judge.

Although mock jury studies consistently find that race plays a part in the determination of guilt, the results of studies investigating the possible influence of the defendant’s race on the length of sentence imposed by mock jurors are far less clear. Mock juror studies have reached conflicting conclusions on this issue. Sheri Lynn Johnson provides an intriguing interpretation of the findings that bias operates consistently at the guilt stage but only occasionally at the sentencing stage. Drawing on the literature discussing aversive racism, Johnson argues that most contemporary jurors are not openly and consciously hostile toward black defendants. Rather, subconscious “stereotypes concerning blacks’ propensity to commit crimes subconsciously sway most white subjects’ evaluations of a black defendant’s guilt; these stereotypes have little or no effect on decisions concerning the harshness of the penalty to be imposed upon a defendant already determined to be guilty.” Johnson also notes that most of the studies finding racial discrepancies in sentencing are older, from Southern states, or involve rape cases. She argues that some of these studies date from a time when conscious racism was more prevalent, and that “[a] few subjects-- perhaps more frequently subjects from the South and perhaps particularly in rape cases--are also motivated by [conscious] hostility and therefore penalize black defendants at the sentencing stage as well as the guilt determination stage.” If Johnson’s theory is correct, there is a much greater danger of bias in the jury’s determination of guilt than in noncapital jury sentencing.

Capital sentencing is another responsibility traditionally left to juries that involves a greater risk of racist outcomes than noncapital jury sentencing. Courts often assume that because of the discretionary nature of the capital sentencing decision, the racial composition of the jury may have more of an impact on sentencing than on the verdict. Several archival studies, most famously the Baldus study discussed in McCleskey v. Kemp, have demonstrated that race affects the administration of the death penalty. It is important to note that the racial disparities reported in these studies reflect discrimination by prosecutors in the decision to charge and to accept plea bargains, as well as by sentencing jurors. Many studies compare all reported homicides with homicides that resulted in death sentences without isolating the impact of race on jurors’ decisions.
Studies that *1801 have analyzed the effect of race on different stages in the criminal justice process have found that the data indicates that discrimination is more prevalent at the pretrial stage than at the jury-sentencing stage. For example, the Baldus study found no race-of-defendant effect on jury decisions, and determined that the victim’s race appeared “to be a more systematic and important influence on prosecutorial decisions” than on those of juries. Although the racial disparities in capital sentencing patterns cannot be attributed entirely to jury decisionmaking, some archival and many mock juror studies do indicate that jurors are more likely to sentence black defendants to death than whites.118

Although the evidence for the influence of race on capital jurors should give us pause, race is likely to play less of a role in noncapital jury punishments. Two of the factors contributing to racial bias in capital sentencing are not present in noncapital jury-sentencing schemes. First, capital juries are significantly “whiter” than other juries because the process of death qualification tends to reduce the proportion of minorities selected for service. Social science research indicates the racial composition of the jury affects capital sentencing. Second, in-group bias appears to be much less prevalent in noncapital sentencing decisions. Scholars have acknowledged the irony that capital sentencing decisions are more likely to be tainted by racial bias than noncapital juror sentencing; as Sweeney and Haney have stated, “the frequency of racially biased sentencing judgments is likely to be even greater in capital cases—where juries do sentence--than in others.”

III. Conclusion

The abandonment of indeterminate sentencing and the rehabilitative ideal has left us without scholarly or popular consensus on a theory of sentencing or the most effective means to achieve the various competing *1802 goals of punishment. As a result, sentencing has increasingly become the province of inexperienced legislators and administrators who respond to political pressure and public opinion polls without developing a coherent system of criminal sanctions. Given these developments, jury sentencing may be the most direct and least distorting mechanism to conform criminal sanctions to community sentiment.

Jury sentencing in noncapital cases could take a variety of forms. I propose a scheme that provides for a waivable right to jury sentencing and a bifurcated trial format similar to that currently used in Virginia, in which evidence of prior convictions presented in the sentencing phase is limited to very general information about the nature of the previous crime. To insure that the sentence reflects community sentiment, I do not propose reinstating parole.

Inevitably, there would be difficult policy choices to make in determining the precise extent of discretion to be accorded the sentencing jury. To be meaningful, jury sentencing requires that there be a range of sentencing options. Nevertheless, states may limit the jury’s discretion in appropriate ways. Presumably most states would adopt some form of statutory maximum penalties similar to those in force under judge-sentencing schemes. Maximum penalties might serve more as a symbolic and political device than as an effective limit on sentencing juries; legislators could symbolically “crack down on crime” by raising maximum sentences in response to public pressure without altering the sentences actually imposed. Effective protection from overzealous juries would come from statutes, similar to those already in force in the remaining jury-sentencing states, that permit the trial judge to reduce trial verdicts in certain circumstances.

The ability to install statutory safeguards also suggests why jury sentencing would, far from legitimating nullification or excessive leniency, actually protect the rule of law. States concerned that juries may refuse to impose penalties on convicted defendants, particularly in racially charged cases, could impose minimum sentences and entrust the decision to suspend the sentence to the judge—precisely to prevent such nullification. By contrast, some states might embrace broad jury discretion, including the right to impose a suspended sentence, as a mechanism that allows jurors to be merciful without eroding the rule of law: A bifurcated format would eliminate the need for juries to nullify the guilt verdict to avoid harsh penalties beyond their control. For example, a broad jury-sentencing statute would encourage jurors to convict rather than to nullify in assisted suicide cases, thus preserving respect for the law and the integrity of the jury’s determination of fact while still permitting the jury to impose a suspended sentence if it did not deem the defendant deserving of punishment under the particular circumstances of the case.
Regardless of the specific characteristics of individual state schemes, new jury-sentencing statutes would have little in common with the obsolete unitary formats widely criticized in the scholarly literature. Far from an outdated remnant of the postcolonial period, jury sentencing in noncapital cases may provide the most effective and practical means of implementing contemporary sentencing goals.
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